WHITEPAPER
(SHORT VERSION)

A note from your CEO:
Dear Reward Miner;
Firstly, thank you for your interest in Reward
Miner. We have been overjoyed with the
support we have received thus far!
This whitepaper has been designed to include
everything you need to know about our
project.
Our end objective is to see all of our
stakeholders comfortable, confident and well
informed about the Reward Miner project so
that you get the best out of it; because
ultimately your success is ours.
We look forward to serving you.

Reward Miner Coin contract address [currently BSC Testnet]:
0x6187B563DA7cC663071834a173682BD740c8580d
Disclaimer - The content of this document does not constitute legal
advice. Reward Miner Pty Ltd. accepts no responsibility or liability for
investor loss that arises from investment in the Reward Miner coin.

Luke Jackman
CEO Reward Miner

What is Reward Miner?
Who we are and what we stand for:

Reward Miner Coin Pty Ltd. is a lawfully incorporated Australian entity specifically created to provide governance for the Reward Miner
token and it’s ecosystem.
Reward Miner Coin itself is a hyper deflationary, passive income generating cryptocurrency which rewards holders with $BUSD stable coin,
paid at a percentage of the project’s daily market trading volume. The cryptocurrency project will be supported by a ecosystem of
complimentary revenue generating business modules which will drive trading volume into the project.

How are we different?
Superior investor security & a project team you can trust.
Incorporated business entity in Australia & fully doxed team.
2 – 3 year lock on project team’s token allocation with two part staged release.
Retail investor protections built in.
1 year wallet lock on private sale investors.
6 month wallet lock on priority presale investors.
Private sale & priority sale investors will still earn BUSD rewards during lock period.
53.5% of all tokens are locked for at least 6 months!
Anti-whale policy – Maximum single sale transaction limit of 500 billion tokens.
Clear marketing strategy & expertise to execute it.
High calibre team with plenty of experience running successful businesses.
The Reward Miner at its core is a marketing agency that bridges the Crypto Defi sector and the
real world with the initial target industries being the Resource construction and mining sector.

Our mission is to be a community driven
organisation that delivers a successful long
term income generating asset for our stake
holders.
Our goal is to be considered “different”. The
Reward Miner team aims to raise the bar on
what investors expect from a crypto
investment product.
We hope to deliver a positive business case
that others will follow, with the intention
being that this will elevate the crypto
investment industry’s reputation and attract
fresh investors into the sector.

Meet the Team
Check out the people behind Reward Miner:

CEO/FOUNDER: Luke Jackman - @rewardminerceo
COO (External Industry Operations): Andrew Rouse - @andrewrouse
CTO: Drew Harding - @rewardminercto
CMO: Callum Rideout - @callumrideout
CFO/ACCOUNTING PARTNER: Infinity 22 - https://infinity22.co/
SMART CONTRACT CODE DEVELOPER: Spywolf Network - @spywolfofficial
PROJECT DEVELOPER: Dave Chan - @leaderofakatsukipein
PROJECT DEVELOPER: Mayur - @adaptivecode
PROJECT DEVELOPER: Christian - @Mamluuq
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNICAL CONSULTANT/ADVISOR: Chris - @Meta_Captain
CRYPTO BDM & PARTNERSHIPS: Dustin Baurele - @Asylumental
NFT ARTISTS & GAME DEVELOPERS: Newton Mint labs - www.newtonmint.com

This is just a snapshot of our core team. The extended team at Reward
Miner consists of 100+ awesome people who are dedicated to making this
THE project for 2022 and beyond!!!

Project Ecosystem:
DIGITAL WALLET

KEY FACT:
This isn't even the full
list of Reward Miner
utilities that will make
up our ecosystem!!!

RM BUSINESS
BUILDER

MOONSHOT
EVENTS

RM ICT

NFT P2E MINER
GAME

RM DIGITAL ME

SELL-LESS DEX
SWAP

RM GALAXY

IDO
LAUNCHPAD

NEWS HUB

How exciting is that?!

Ready and
available at
launch!!!

NFT
MARKETPLACE

STAKING WITH
BUSD REWARDS

CRYPTO-IN-A-BOX
PROJECTS

PROJECT TOKEN
ASSETS

Our project utilities

The modules which will drive volume and value into Reward Miner:
There are multiple utilities in the pipeline for Reward Miner. Many of them are
independently run incorporated businesses that operate outside of the crypto sphere!
Utility available AT LAUNCH:
Sell-less $RMC branded DEX swap [In partnership with
Vault Finance]
NFT Marketplace [Including a limited collection of
$RMC NFTs!]
$RMC Staking platform [Compound your investment
gains by staking $RMC!]
$RMC IDO launchpad [Launching external projects as
well as those incubated by our own 'Crypto-in-a-Box'
service.]
$RMC Digital crypto wallet [Ultra secure storage for
your crypto investments.]
Moonshot Events [Virtual events business & host of
Moonshot AMA Pitch Battle events.]
RM Galaxy [Consolidated online shopping for all
Reward Miner ecosystem products and services.]
Rewards Dashboard [View your $BUSD reflections and
see how your $RMC is delivering passive income.]
Voting D'App [Help the core project team by giving
your opinions on key decisions!]
RM Business Builder [Our affiliate sales and marketing
platform for $RMC investors.]

Utility coming POST LAUNCH:
P2E Miner themed game [Created by our friends at
Newton Mint Labs.]
X-Miner token [A governance token which pays
reflections in $RMC.]
RM ICT [Information technology, communication and
managed print services partner.]
Crypto-in-a-Box [A streamlined service that provides
all the tools and the ongoing support every crypto
start-up needs. We already have projects lined up....]
News Hub [Online news targeted at the mining, crypto
& civil construction/material resources sector.]
RM Digital Me [A full stack digital services agency.]
Farming platform [Earn $RMC by putting your tokens to
good use!]
Teach Me Now Academy [E-Learning academy portal
with initial crypto focus.]
$RMC Trader Token [For use across CEX/DEX trading
platforms.]
Mining equipment store & containerised crypto
mining solution [Australian mining facility where clients
can remotely manage crypto mining hardware!]

KEY FACT:
Seven of our business
modules are registered
incorporated
businesses (Australia)
in their own right!!!

Our businesses
Details of $RMC's registered businesses:

Moonshot Events is a boutique online
events management business. M.E is also
the host/founder of the "Moonshot AMA
Pitch Battle" format which will be held in
our virtual events platform. Services will
include bespoke event management,
event promotion and much, much more.

RM Digital Me is a full stack digital services
agency
and
offers
digital
media
consulting, website development, support
& maintenance as well as website hosting
& SEO services, logo/branding services
social content creation services and social
media channel management.

RM News Hub is a online niche industry
news platform provider & content
marketing business, comprising of three
websites. Income will be generated
through website advertising and site
sponsorship revenue as well as RMC in
house products and services.

Reward Miner Pty. is itself a registered
Australian business entity and owns 100%
of all the umbrella companies featured
within the RMC ecosystem.

Teach Me Now is a e-learning portal that
offers a range of courses and coaching
programs, with a focus at least initially on
the crypto investment sector. There will be
something of value for everyone from the
untried crypto curious right through to the
seasoned crypto investor.

RM ICT is a business technology services
provider that offers a wide range of
services. Core activities will involve hosted
PBX/telephony packages for small to large
enterprise, IT hardware sales & service and
IT managed service agreements.

RM Galaxy is a consolidated online
shopping cart that will sell Reward Miner
in-house & drop shipped products.
Reward Miner Galaxy will also host the
products & services of on boarded affiliate
partners & the business builder merchant
network.

Crypto in a Box is a pathway to crypto
project ownership. C.I.B is ideal for anyone
who has a desire to create their own
cryptocurrency. Services will involve
concept consultation, contract code
development, blockchain tech, promotion,
launch and ongoing management.

To check the validity of these company
registrations, head to:
https://abr.business.gov.au

Tokenomics
How $RMC is structured:

DID YOU KNOW:

As a result of $RMC's structure, for
every $100,000 of daily trading
volume $14,000 is paid to holders,
based on their wallet size!

Tax Structure:
14% BUSD HOLDER REWARDS
2% BUY BACK & BURN
2% LIQUIDITY POOL
2% MARKETING

Contract Features:
BUSD REWARD DISTRIBUTION: Automatic
BUY BACK & BURN FACILITY: Automatic (every 30 days)
BUSD MONTHLY PRIZE POOL AIRDROP: Manual
BUSD MONTHLY BURN: Manual

Allocation - Lock Breakdown:
Unlocked: 46.5% of Supply
Locked for 6mths-1 year: 45.5% of Supply
Locked for 2-3 years: 8% of Supply

Token allocations

Max. token supply: 1 Quadrillion
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain

$RMC tokenomics, broken down and explained:
PROJECT TEAM:

MARKETING:

8% - 80 Trillion tokens
Lock Period: 2-3 years
BUSD Eligible: Yes
STAGE RELEASED:
50% Unlocked after 2 years
50% Unlocked after 3 years

STAKING POOL:

28% - 280 Trillion Tokens
Lock Period: 1 Year
BUSD Eligible: Yes
BNB Collected: 700
Price: 400 Billion / BNB

MONTHLY BURN:

BUSINESS MODULES:

5% - 50 Trillion tokens
Lock Period: N/A
BUSD Eligible: Yes

8% - 80 Trillion tokens
Lock period: N/A
BUSD eligible: Yes

8% - 80 Trillion tokens
Lock period: N/A
BUSD eligible: Yes

3.5% - 35 Trillion tokens
Lock period: 1 Year
BUSD eligible: Yes

Will be used to fund social
channel team headcount,
exchange listings, DEXtool
advertising, SEO & trending
campaigns
&
ongoing
marketing promotions.

Accumulates BUSD & will be
used to make a large token
purchase
each
month.
Tokens purchased will be
airdropped
to
eligible
holders (see page 12 for
further details).

Accumulates BUSD & will be
used to make a large token
purchase
each
month.
Tokens purchased will be
sent to the burn wallet to
scale token price growth.

SPLIT AS FOLLOWS:
TEACH ME NOW: 5T
RM GALAXY: 5T
CRYPTO IN A BOX: 5T
RM DIGITAL ME: 5T
MOONSHOT EVENT: 5T
NEWS HUB: 5T
RM ICT: 5T

Will be used to provide staking
rewards to holders. When launched
investors will be able to stake their
RMC tokens to earn minimum 10% APR
whilst still earning BUSD Rewards.

PRIVATE SALE:

MONTHLY AIRDROP:

RM BUSINESS BUILDER:

Will be used to pay out Business
Builder commissions to Business
Builder affiliate sale agents. Will be
replenished by business module sales
revenue.

PRIORITY PRE-SALE: BUS. BUILDER WL:
14% - 140 Trillion Tokens
Lock Period: 6 Months
BUSD Eligible: Yes
BNB Collected: 700
Price: 200 Billion / BNB

3.75 % - 3.75 Trillion Tokens
Lock Period: N/A
BUSD Eligible: Yes
BNB Collected: 300
Price: 125 Billion / BNB

0.5% each - 15 Trillion
tokens (5T each).
Lock period: N/A
BUSD eligible: Yes

Will be used to boost the first
month’s mega airdrop prize pool
promotion.
1% - 10 Trillian tokens.
(1ST MONTH ONLY)

PINKSALE PRESALE WL: PUBLIC LAUNCH:
11.75% - 117.5 Trillion Tokens
Lock Period: N/A
BUSD Eligible: Yes
BNB Allocation: 940
Price: 125 Billion / BNB

AIRDROP:

5% - 50 Trillion Tokens
Price: 125 Billion / BNB
(Less 20% tax)

All unsold
presale tokens
@ 31st August =
BURNED

Token launch
Where $RMC will be launched and when:

$RMC BUSINESS BUILDER
PRE-PRESALE WHITELIST:

KEY FACT:
Did you know that
our DEX will be
SELL-LESS?

PINKSALE FINAL PRESALE WHITELIST:

PUBLIC LAUNCH
[PINKSALE]:

[Stage 1]

[Stage 2]

[Stage 3]

When: NOW
Token allocation: 37.5 Trillion
BNB Allocation: 300 BNB
Min. Purchase: 3 BNB
Max. Purchase: 3 BNB
Price: 125 Billion Per BNB

When: 27th AUGUST
Token allocation: 117.5 Trillion
BNB Allocation: 940 BNB
Min. Purchase: 0.1 BNB
Max. Purchase: 5 BNB
Price: 125 Billion Per BNB

When: 31st AUGUST
Token allocation: 50 Trillion

Tokens Airdropped
upon launch.

Any Unsold tokens as of 31st
August will be burned from
supply.

to

wallets

Process to Participate:
Buy Reward Miner Business Builder agent
package. Wait for confirmation email.
Follow Instructions on Email to purchase
your 3 BNB in pre-presale.

Special Offer:
Purchase the Max 5 BNB & receive a
Safepal S1 Hardware wallet valued at
$49.99 USD. FIRST 20 MAXIMUM. BNB
WALLET PURCHASES ONLY.

Price: 125 Billion Per BNB

Trading volume

How the team behind Reward Miner will deliver daily trading volume:
Maximising daily volume through the $RMC token means that holders will see
increased $BUSD reflections. Our volume generating utilities can be broadly
categorised into four areas of focus.

KEY FACT:
$RMC will be cross-chain
from launch. That means
that a project based on
Polygon, Avax, Ethereum
or the BSC can be
released
on
our
launchpad from the very
start!

GENERAL MARKET TRADING
OF $RMC TOKEN:

$RMC ASSET / TOKEN REINVESTMENT:

BUSINESS MODULE / ECOSYSTEM SALES :

Boosted
by
the
following
facilities/promotions:

The rewards from token assets
will be reinvested in $RMC and
distributed via the below % split:

Project utility ecosystem sales
revenue will be funneled back
into Reward Miner via the
following distribution:

Reward Miner coins will be
purchased to pay holder rewards
against X-Miner governance
token trading volume:

30% will be used to replenish
the Business Builder wallet to
pay affiliate agents their
commission.
20% will be reinvested to
increase
holding
stake
percentage & rewards to
expand in-house head count.
The remaining 50% will be
retained in FIAT for taxes and
other overheads.

5% of daily trading volume of
X-Miner token.

Directors Dash promotions [DAILY for the first month].
Monthly buy back and burn [Funded in part by token
assets and reflections].
Monthly prize pool wallet
purchases - [Funded by the
BUSD promotion wallet].
Monthly
Burn
Wallet
purchases - [Funded by the
BB&B wallet].
Moonshot Launch Promotion
- [Huge one off boost to the
1st month's trading via the
airdrop wallet].

60% Buy back and burn wallet.
40% Marketing wallet.
The assets held in Y-5 Trader
Token will be held for capital
gains and then used to provide
value for $RMC investors in due
course.
All $RMC assets are held in
multi-signature wallets and all
transactions require authority of
RMC asset oversight panel.

X-MINER GOVERNANCE
TOKEN:

DONT FORGET:
Our trading volume will also be
boosted hugely by:
NFT marketplace sales
P2E Game revenue
Staking and farming returns
$RMC DEX tax
IDO Launchpad profits

What next?
Our project roadmap:

Teach Me Now
$RMC Trader Token
Q1 2023

$RMC
Launch: Aug
2022

P2E Miner Game
X-Miner Token
RM ICT
Crypto-in-a-Box
News Hub
RM Digital Me
Farming Platform
Q4 2022

Mining equipment store
Q2 2023
Containerised
Mining Solution
Q3 2023

Maximising your investment
How to make the most of your Reward Miner experience:

MOONSHOT LAUNCH

MONTHLY BUSD
PROMOTION

DIRECTOR'S DASH

STAKING

What?: 100% of the Airdrop wallet (10 trillion tokens) will be dropped
equally to qualifying wallets.
When?: At the end of the first month of trading (one time promotion).
How do I qualify?: Simply be one of the first 750 to invest 3 or more BNB
into Reward Miner Coin during the first 28 days of trading, OR be one of
the first 250 to join the Business Builder affiliate program prior to launch.
What?: Every day, the BUSD Promo. wallet (80 trillion tokens) will accrue
BUSD rewards. At an identifed day at the end of the month this wallet will
make one large purchase of $RMC, which will then be dropped equally
to qualifying wallets.
When?: Each month of trading.
How do I qualify?: Hold a wallet of at least 250 billion $RMC and increase
your wallet size by 10% from the preceding month.

DID YOU KNOW?:
The homepage of our
website is going to
feature a countdown
clock
which
also
displays the balance of
both the monthly burn
wallet and the monthly
BUSD airdrop wallet:
www.rewardminer.io

What?: For 60 minutes, at a specified time, the CEO will match any and all investments of
between 5-20BNB (which will be announced before each event).
When?: Each day during the first month of trading, then four times a month (sporadically).
How do I qualify?: Just catch the Director's Dash event as and when it is announced on the
socials. Be ready with your BNB because this is a hugely effective way of increasing your wallet
size!!!
What?: Utilise $RMC's staking platform to put your digital assets to work! Stake your
$RMC tokens on a monthly rolling basis and earn a minimum 10% APR return (yearly
equivalent) on your holdings.
When?: Ongoing from launch.
How do I qualify?: Stake your $RMC on our platform from launch.

There are multiple promotions
which will be running alongside
the launch of Reward Miner
Coin; be sure to take advantage
of them to efficiently increase
your wallet size and earn huge
rewards in BUSD. Remember, the
first 100 wallets to reach 4
trillion tokens will earn a
coveted spot on the X-Miner
Board (see page 13)!

BUSD Reward Projections

An illustration of what your investment could be worth (daily returns):
BUSD Returns per day (per $100k daily $RMC trading volume)
1 Trillion

$14/day (cost 10BNB/$3000)

$RMC holding size

500 Billion

$7/day (cost 5BNB/$1500)
If $RMC averages $100k in daily
trading volume, the ROI (in BUSD
rewards) will be 170.33% for all
investors who buy at launch price
and hold for 12 months.

$1.40/day (cost 1BNB/$300)

100 Billion
50 Billion

$0.70 day (cost 0.5BNB/$150)

25 Billion

If BNB is $300 and $RMC is
125B/BNB (as per launch price), less
taxes, investors in these examples
would see their initial investments
returned 100% (in BUSD rewards)
after only $20.6m of $RMC trading
volume.

$0.35/day (cost 0.25BNB/$75)

10 Billion

$0.14/day (cost 0.01BNB/$30)

1 Billion

$0.014/day (cost 0.001BNB/$3)

$0

$5

$10

$15

For every 1 TRILLION $RMC tokens
held, you would receive $14/day
in $BUSD rewards for every $100k
of $RMC trading volume.

For every 500 BILLION $RMC tokens
held, you would receive $7/day in
$BUSD rewards for every $100k of
$RMC trading volume.

For every 100 BILLION $RMC tokens
held, you would receive $1.40/day
in $BUSD rewards for every $100k
of $RMC trading volume.

For every 25 BIILLION $RMC tokens
held, you would receive $0.35/day
in $BUSD rewards for every $100k of
$RMC trading volume.

That's $5110 BUSD per year!

That's $2555 BUSD per year!

That's $511 BUSD per year!

That's $127.75 BUSD per year!

All calculations are based on a $300 BNB and $100,000 daily trading volume.
Remember; this does not factor staking, re-investment of BUSD rewards, airdrops, token burns and the capital gains you will see as the
price of $RMC rises.

The X-Miner Board

How to become a key member of $RMC:

When Reward Miner was conceptualized the main goal was to create a diverse, community driven project. We wanted our core
investors to feel part of the team and the project to be an experience rather than simply being a transactional entity. For this
reason, we have created the X-Miner Community Board.
During the operation of Reward Miner Coin the X-Miner board will assist the core project team by democratically making key
management decisions along the way by majority vote.
The key areas which the X-Miner
Community Board will govern:
Marketing strategy & promotions
Project partnerships
Project utility expansion

Our most important principle of all is
TRANSPARENCY. That's why we have
a small committee of signatories who
plan, manage and authorise all
conduct with regard to $RMC asset
investment, alongside the CEO.

Eligibility for the X-Miner board:
In order to qualify for a place on the
coveted X-Miner Board, simply accumulate
and hold a total of 4 Trillion $RMC.

Initially all private sale investors will form the X-Miner Community due to the size of their contribution and 1 year wallet lock period.
Other members that invest in the project at a later stage will be accepted into the X-Miner community, but this community will be
capped at 100 members.
Proof of token holdings will need to be provided by declaration of the investor’s wallet address, which needs to be accompanied by
a screen shot of token holdings to verify ownership. This should be emailed to Xminercommunity@gmail.com before acceptance
is granted into the X-Miner Community. The X-Miner community’s token holdings will be monitored monthly and any members
that fall below the eligibility threshold will be removed from the group and replaced.

We need your help!
Ways you can contribute to take your project forwards:

The involvement of our community is vital to the continued success of the Reward Miner project. There are so many ways that
you can help us, which we have listed below. Remember, the more trading volume the project sees overall, the more BUSD
rewards you will collect.
Word of mouth: Tell everyone you can think of about Reward Miner and the opportunities that lie
within the project. Get the word out to your friends, your family, your neighbours, even your dog!!!
Investors who join a project through word of mouth are much more likely to fully commit and
engage with the community.
Get on the socials: Get yourselves online and on to our social platforms. Contribute in the chat, like
and re-tweet posts and join in our various AMAs ('ask me anything') sessions which will be
advertised on Telegram. This is VITAL for continued growth. Here are some links to our social
channels - Telegram / Twitter / YouTube
Vote!: Yes, you can vote for us. There are so many channels which allow you to upvote a
coin/token to have it listed. The more upvotes the project receives, the more exposure it gets. Here
are some of the main sites to hit and vote for Reward Miner - Coinsniper / Coinhunt / Coinalpha /
Coinvote / Watcher Guru

Thank you so
much for choosing
to become a
member of the
Reward Miner
family. We won't
let you down.

$RMC Promotions
RM BUSINESS BUILDER
What is it?:
$RMC Business Builder is an affiliate sales/marketing opportunity which
rewards agents for promoting and selling all of the products and services
within the Reward Miner ecosystem.
By subscribing to the Business Builder program and becoming an affiliate
agent, you can utilise $RMC's vast range of utilities to develop a sales
network and earn huge amounts of commission, paid in $RMC tokens.

What does it include?:

COST: $1000:

Business Builder affiliate marketing dashboard access and agent profile.
Comprehensive online training and support.
Unique agent landing page & affiliate links for promotion of all Reward Miner
ecosystem products and services.
50% offset or $500 USD value of onboarding cost refunded in $RMC (less 20%
tax structure).
20% customer rebate on Reward Miner project utility ecosystem products and
services when using your own affiliate marketing tracking link (paid in $RMC –
less 20% tax structure).
20% commission on sales of Reward Miner project utility ecosystem products
and services, tracked to your own affiliate marketing tracking link (paid in
$RMC – less 20% tax structure).
Ability to onboard other Business Builder agents & earn $RMC as part of
affiliate marketing compensation plan.
10% commission on Reward Miner project utility ecosystem products and
services of any sales revenue generated by those who you directly onboard
into the program (paid in $RMC – less 20% tax structure).

SPECIAL OFFER:
Purchase a Business Builder affiliate sales package now and receive:

How could I build an affiliate business?:
Maybe you could start a business or website which specialises in digital
marketing and SEO services, or maybe you could advertise website
development? In which case, why not utilise the products offered by RM
Digital me? Maybe you even know someone who wants to create their own
crypto project? Send them to Crypto-in-a-Box and earn commission on
their engagement. With the huge number of business modules within the
Reward Miner ecosystem the possibilities are endless!

250 billion RMC tokens via airdrop upon launch. These will be airdropped prior
to the large buys on launch day.
Ability to jump the final pre-sale queue and immediately buy 3BNB of $RMC at
the final pre-sale price of 125 billion $RMC per BNB. All tokens will be
airdropped to the respective agents accordingly.
Automatic qualification for the Moonshot Launch promotion (see whitepaper).
STRICTLY LIMITED TO 100 AGENTS
SPECIAL OFFER PURCHASE INSTRUCTIONS:
Send $1000 BUSD to 0x4562BB50C3B6f61AC971DD134d9aC3E753E39E98 - ($RMC B.B Wallet).
Email luke@rewardminer.io your Tx Hash and personal wallet address for your $RMC tokens.
Wait for confirmation email and then progress to purchase your 3 BNB presale $RMC tokens.

$RMC Promotions
MOONSHOT PITCH BATTLE
What is it?:
Moonshot Pitch Battle is a fresh new AMA format designed to provide crypto
investors a more convenient way to research and engage with new projects
whilst simultaneously providing crypto project teams the ability to present
their marketing message to a larger and more captive audience.
The format will be held online through Reward Miner's bespoke Moonshot Pitch
Battle AMA platform and will generally involve:
Event sponsor or guest speaker presentations.
Project presentations & Q&A from panelists & investors.
Project & investor networking.
Event project NFT auction (Premium audience members only).
Up to $1500 USD in prizes per event & whitelist giveaways (Premium
audience members only).
Project special purchase offers (Premium audience members only).

Premium Membership:

COST: $300

There are numerous benefits to becoming a premium subscriber to the
Moonshot Pitch Battle platform:
50% of subscription cost refunded in $RMC (less 20% tax structure).
Live event attendance (VIP admission).
No cost event recordings on demand.
Admission to VIP access only area.
Access to post event Project NFT auction.
Access to post event Project networking.
Eligibility to win a share of up to $1500 USD in project token prizes per event*.
Access to project special offers, provided after each event.
Access to exclusive monthly Shark Tank project events.
Priority Access to private sale investment stage of Crypto In a Box projects.
Monthly Moonshot Pitch Battle newsletter subscription.
*Winners selected at random:
1st Prize = 50% of the overall prize pool of project tokens of Pitch Battle winner.
2nd Prize = 30% of the overall prize pool of project tokens of Pitch Battle winner.
3rd Prize = 20% of the overall prize pool of project tokens of Pitch Battle winner.

SPECIAL OFFER:
Purchase a Moonshot Pitch Battle Premium membership now and receive:
50 billion RMC tokens via airdrop upon launch. These will be airdropped
prior to the large buys on launch day.
Whitelist spot for the final $RMC pre-sale on Pinksale - purchase up to 5BNB
of $RMC.
Chance to win 1 of 50 limited edition Moonshot Pitch Battle NFTs.
STRICTLY LIMITED TO 100 MEMBERS PRE-LAUNCH
SPECIAL OFFER PURCHASE INSTRUCTIONS:
Send $300 BUSD to 0x16901DDed47c9294b5b8DDB7a775D0bc4b9aAa0f - ($RMC M.S Wallet).
Email luke@rewardminer.io your Tx Hash and personal wallet address for your $RMC tokens.

